JAVA based CLOUD COMPUTING

2. Sparse confidential online erudition for Cloud-Based Video commendation by Multimedia full-scale Data in collective Connections (IEEE 2016).
4. Symmetry based alternate sloping Data Uploading and isolated Data veracity inspection in communal Cloud (IEEE 2016).
5. Vibrant Operations of Cloud data lines contact Networks (C-RAN) for Movable Cloud Calculation Systems (2016).
8. Maintaining rate meant for Online shared Connection on Whole-Spared Space (IEEE 2016).
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JAVA based DATA MINING

3. Sculpt of being knowledge removal for a KBS with logic cases (IEEE 2016).
5. Model Based succession arrangement (IEEE 2016).

JAVA based NETWORK SECURITY

2. Knowledge strong unidirectional instruction re-encryption organization from frameworks (IEEE 2016).

JAVA based WEB MINING
**JAVA Projects**

**IEEE 2016**

2. Subject - leaning examining exploration Based on a Numbering system (IEEE 2016).
6. Communal acquaintance suggestion Based on several arrangement relationships (IEEE 2016).
10. Relating to the Creation of Trademarks Based on conceptual correspondence (2016).

**JAVA based REAL TIME SURVEILLANCE SECURITY**

1. Physical Operation through an Insight Scan Included on the Undefended Finger M2 Ruler (IEEE 2016).

**JAVA based NETWORKS**
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1. Improved Command for Adjusting Ability Condition of Assured Benefits in LTE Networks (IEEE 2016).
5. Liquid Typical of Community and Transfer Data from One System to another Advance in P2P Networks (IEEE 2016).

JAVA based IMAGE PROCESSING

1. An enhanced 2D-3D healing appearance recording procedure based on improved reciprocated evidence and extended Powell manner (IEEE 2016).
3. A 3D Article Descriptor Improved from a Particular 2D Award pattern Reproduction (IEEE 2016).

JAVA based BOOTSTRAP APPLICATIONS
JAVA Projects
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1. Aim of a Micro portable knowledge scheme Based on mobile and mesh platform (IEEE 2016).

JAVA based WEB SERVICE

2. Responding estimated Queries over XML information (IEEE 2016).
4. Skyline detection and work of art of Multi-Cloud crush up Services (IEEE 2016).

JAVA based NEURAL NETWORKS
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**JAVA based DISTRIBUTED NETWORKS**

2. Excellent Consumer-Small Room Club for Large MIMO Wireless Networks (IEEE 2016).
4. Ability Redeeming Case Administration Arrangement for Online Video Supplies on Agreeable Transfer Networks (IEEE 2016).
5. Gratify Alive Simultaneous Diversiform Course Deportation for Great Description Video Flow from Accomplished Amalgamate Wireless Networks (IEEE 2016).

**JAVA based VISUAL CRYPTOGRAPHY**


**JAVA based INFORMATION SECURITY**

**JAVA Projects**

*IEEE 2016*

**JAVA based WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK**


**JAVA based ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE**
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JAVA based INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEMS